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The Drum Is a Wild Woman 2022-01-04 in 1957 duke ellington released the
influential album a drum is a woman this musical allegory revealed the implicit truth
about the role of women in jazz discourse jilted by the musician and replaced by the
drum further the album s cover displays an image of a woman sitting atop a drum
depicting the way in which the drum literally obscures the female body turning the
subject into an object this objectification of women leads to a critical reading of the
role of women in jazz music if the drum can take the place of a woman then a woman
can also take the place of a drum the drum is a wild woman jazz and gender in african
diaspora literature challenges that image but also defines a counter tradition within
women s writing that involves the reinvention and reclamation of a modern jazz
discourse despite their alienation from bebop women have found jazz music
empowering and have demonstrated this power in various ways the drum is a wild
woman explores the complex relationship between women and jazz music in recent
african diasporic literature the book examines how women writers from the african
diaspora have challenged and revised major tropes and concerns of jazz literature
since the bebop era in the mid 1940s black women writers create dissonant sounds
that broaden our understanding of jazz literature by underscoring the extent to which
gender is already embedded in jazz discourse author patricia g lespinasse responds to
and corrects narratives that tell the story of jazz through a male centered lens she
concentrates on how the wild woman the female vocalist in classic blues used blues
and jazz to push the boundaries of black womanhood outside of the confines of
respectability in texts that refer to jazz in form or content the wild woman constitutes
a figure of resistance who uses language image and improvisation to refashion herself
from object to subject this book breaks new ground by comparing the politics of
resistance alongside moments of improvisation by examining recurring literary motifs
cry and response the wild woman and the jazz moment in jazz novels short stories and
poetry comparing works by ann petry gayl jones toni morrison paule marshall edwidge
danticat and maya angelou with pieces by albert murray ralph ellison james baldwin
and ellington within an interdisciplinary and transnational context lespinasse
foregrounds the vexed negotiations around gender and jazz discourse
Bundeena is a Wild Place 2012 母の死と離婚 愛する人との別離から 喪失感にさいなまれるシェリル 失意の彼女が自分自身を取
り戻すために選んだのは 無謀にも1600キロにもおよぶ山道と砂漠をたった一人で歩くことだった
わたしに会うまでの1600キロ 2015-07-22 terra wells is a zoologist well renowned in her field but
there s a secret to her success she can turn into the very animals she s researching
when she discovers there are others like her she must decide whom she can trust and
how much she s willing to give up to belong terra never knew anyone else with her
abilities but while on a research assignment in the colorado rocky mountains she
comes across wolves that are distinctly unnatural hopeful that she may have finally
found her own kind terra seeks them out but soon discovers that there s more than
one type of shape changer in the world and neither one of them believes she is what
she says she is now both groups are fighting to get her and terra must decide if she
dares to take her place among them
A Wild Heart 2020-12-12 we are living in the midst of the earth s sixth great extinction
event the first one caused by a single species our own in wild dog dreaming deborah
bird rose explores what constitutes an ethical relationship with nonhuman others in
this era of loss she asks who are we as a species how do we fit into the earth s
systems amidst so much change how do we find our way into new stories to guide us
rose explores these questions in the form of a dialogue between science and the
humanities drawing on her conversations with aboriginal people for whom questions of
extinction are up close and very personal rose develops a mode of exposition that is
dialogical philosophical and open ended an inspiration for rose and a touchstone
throughout her book is the endangered dingo of australia the dingo is not the first
animal to face extinction but its story is particularly disturbing because the threat to
its future is being actively engineered by humans the brazenness with which the dingo
is being wiped out sheds valuable and chilling light on the likely fate of countless other
animal and plant species people save what they love observed michael soul the great
conservation biologist we must ask whether we as humans are capable of loving and



therefore capable of caring for the animals and plants that are disappearing in a
cascade of extinctions wild dog dreaming engages this question and the result is a
bold account of the entangled ethics of love contingency and desire
Wild Dog Dreaming 2011-03-04 one of kirkus review s best nonfiction books of 2022
a deep time history of animals and humans in north america by the best selling and
award winning author of coyote america in 1908 near folsom new mexico a cowboy
discovered the remains of a herd of extinct giant bison by examining flint points
embedded in the bones archeologists later determined that a band of humans had
killed and butchered the animals 12 450 years ago this discovery vastly expanded
america s known human history but also revealed the long standing danger homo
sapiens presented to the continent s evolutionary richness distinguished author dan
flores s ambitious history chronicles the epoch in which humans and animals have
coexisted in the wild new world of north america a place shaped both by its own grand
evolutionary forces and by momentous arrivals from asia africa and europe with
portraits of iconic creatures such as mammoths horses wolves and bison flores
describes the evolution and historical ecology of north america like never before the
arrival of humans precipitated an extraordinary disruption of this teeming environment
flores treats humans not as a species apart but as a new animal entering two
continents that had never seen our likes before he shows how our long past as
carnivorous hunters helped us settle america initially establishing a coast to coast
culture that lasted longer than the present united states but humanity s success had
devastating consequences for other creatures in telling this epic story flores traces the
origins of today s sixth extinction to the spread of humans around the world tracks the
story of a hundred centuries of native america explains how old world ideologies
precipitated 400 years of market driven slaughter that devastated so many ancient
american species and explores the decline and miraculous recovery of species in
recent decades in thrilling narrative style informed by genomic science evolutionary
biology and environmental history flores celebrates the astonishing bestiary that arose
on our continent and introduces the complex human cultures and individuals who
hastened its eradication studied america s animals and moved heaven and earth to
rescue them eons in scope and continental in scale wild new world is a sweeping yet
intimate big history of the animal human story in america
Wild New World: The Epic Story of Animals and People in America 2022-10-25 wild
ones is a tour through our environmental moment and the eccentric cultural history of
people and wild animals in america that inflects it with propulsive curiosity and searing
wit and without that easy moralizing and nature worship of environmental journalism s
older guard jon mooallem merges reportage science and history into a humane and
endearing meditation on what it means to live in and bring life into a broken world
back cover
A Wild Thing 1971 世界の始まりの国 パンゲアで 中に入った人間の時間を止める魔法の箱がつくられた 王様は愛する姫を箱に入れて いつま
でも若く美しいままでいられるようにする やがてその箱は王や姫の運命を揺さぶり 世界のあり方を大きく変えることに そしてその呪いは はるか先の現代にまで
ふりかかることになるのだった 時空を超えた壮大な旅を通して ほんとうの幸せや豊かさに気づかせてくれる１冊 アイスランドで国民的人気の傑作ファンタジー
フィリップ Ｋ ディック特別賞受賞の著者による最新刊
Wild Ones 2014-05-27 beatrix potter was one of the inventors of the contemporary
picture book and her small novels published at the turn of the twentieth century are
still available and popular today writing in code is the first book length study of potter
s work and it covers the entire oeuvre examining all facets of her work in relation to
her private life daphne kutzer reveals the depth of the symbolism in potter s work and
relates this to the issues of the author s own development as an independent woman
and writer and her struggles with domesticity unitarianism and the socio political
issues in late 19th and early 20th century england weaving the subtle themes
inscribed in potter s own stories with the concerns and temperament of the author
who wrote them kutzer exemplifies literary criticism as it can illuminate the breadth of
allusion in children s literature
タイムボックス 2016-10-25 ruby ahluwalia a bureaucrat with a wandering adventurous spirit
had it all a successful career a happy supportive family and a creative and analytical
mind a pro multitasker she was juggling her time and energies to be a super



professional and a super mom wife and daughter little did she realize that in this
process she was becoming a below average her just when she realized that she was
almost losing the ground beneath her feet she had a knock on her door a knock that
toppled her life upside down on full velocity and changed the course of her life here s
her journey a story of self exploration that led her to answers that lay in the patterns
of human behaviour if your urge to nurture others is leading you to under nourish
yourself if your suppressed self is leading you to abuse your body soul and mind if you
are craving to mend the splits in your soul then it is your story too we all have our own
cancers even if they may not have become tumors as yet how can we heal ourselves
and come out of our self created pits and discover our infinite potential is the purpose
of telling this story ruby is now a life coach and a prolific speaker on holistic healing
she is the founder of sanjeevani life beyond cancer and has worked with more than 2
lakh patients across india through the narrative of integrated cancer care you can
reach out to her on her email ruby sanjeevani lifebeyondcancer in
Beatrix Potter 2013-10-11 wildlife forensics is the application of forensic science to the
conservation and protection of non domesticated animals both in the wild and in
captivity providing an in depth introduction to this rapidly evolving field wildlife
forensic investigation principles and practice also chronicles aspects of the history of
management conservation and environmental protection with an emphasis on their
global importance in the twenty first century the book examines the crucial role of
wildlife forensic investigation with regard to live animals dead animals and samples
and covers national regional and international legislation while the text particularly
focuses on forensic science as it relates to wild animals it also includes mention of
plants and habitats because of their relevance to conservation the book discusses
animal welfare as well as the damage that can be inflicted on humans and property by
wildlife offering access to sound evidence based on good science and obtained using
the best available practices the book is enhanced by case studies from experts who
describe some of their own work this resource is essential for those involved in a range
of endeavours including investigating wildlife crime identifying animal remains
ascertaining the circumstances of death of wild species and other legal proceedings
and activities concerning wildlife the forensic skills described in this book can be
applied to a wide range of activities not necessarily involving the legal process
including environmental impact assessments insurance claims governmental and
other enquiries checking of trading standards and the inspection of for instance pet
shops animal boarding establishments and zoological collections the authors point out
that one of the most important requirements of those persons involved in wildlife
forensic work is to retain an open mind such personnel should also be conscious of
new developments and evolving techniques and be able to anticipate situations where
their investigative and scientific skills might be used to advantage so called horizon
scanning examples of these are given
Fragrance of a Wild Soul 2020-02-21 how well can you decode the signs that
permeate our daily lives all of us consciously or not constantly engage in the acts of
reading and interpreting the signs in the world around us but how do we sharpen these
skills deepen our awareness of meaning in a complex world and ultimately reach our
full potential as university writers this book answers the needs of students of
composition culture studies and literature providing a process orientated guide to
analyzing anything
The History of Waukesha County, Wisconsin, Containing an Account of Its Settlement,
Growth, Development, and Resources ... 1880 a controversial novel of power prestige
and pack mentality exposes the dark underbelly of college life at a prominent
university st anton s university college is a cradle for privileged young men and
women with its elysian lush green lawns and buildings of golden sandstone it seems
like a place where nothing bad could ever happen one weekend members of the
college cricket team go to the mountains for a wild weekend away things spiral rapidly
out of control and a young malaysian student they dragged along with them as part of
a cruel prank goes missing when the boy is found by some bushwalkers on a rock
ledge barely clinging to life most people think it s because of a fall but the st anton s



men know better the stress of keeping their collective secret however becomes harder
and harder to bear and even the heavy wrought iron fences of the college can t keep
out reality dark dangerous bloody and visceral this is a story of power prestige and the
pack mentality that forms the underbelly of campus life at a prestigious university with
overtones of the secret history meets brett easton ellis this is the debut of a thrilling
new australian writer
Large Game Shooting in Thibet and the North West 1869 environmentalism and
ecology are areas of rapid growth in academia and society at large screening nature is
the first comprehensive work that groups together the wide range of concerns in the
field of cinema and the environment and what could be termed posthuman cinema it
comprises key readings that highlight the centrality of nature and nonhuman animals
to the cinematic medium and to the language and institution of film the book offers a
fresh and timely intervention into contemporary film theory through a focus on the
nonhuman environment as principal register in many filmic texts screening nature
offers an extensive resource for teachers undergraduate students and more advanced
scholars on the intersections between the natural world and the worlds of film it
emphasizes the cross cultural and geographically diverse relevance of the topic of
cinema ecology
The Orchid Review 1897 the delightful account of how a close connection with
nature brought joy to a woman incapacitated through illness while an illness keeps her
bedridden elisabeth bailey watches a wild snail that has taken up residence in a
terrarium alongside her bed she enters the rhythm of life of this mysterious creature
and comes to a greater understanding of her own confined place in the world in a work
that beautifully demonstrates the rewards of closely observing nature she shares the
inspiring and intimate story of her close encounter with neohelix albolabris a common
woodland snail intrigued by the snail s world from its strange anatomy to its
mysterious courtship activities she becomes a fascinated and amused observer of the
snail s curious life the sound of a wild snail eating is an affirmation of the healing
power of nature revealing how much of the world we miss in our busy daily lives and
how truly magical it is a remarkable journey of survival and resilience the sound of a
wild snail eating shows how a small part of the natural world can illuminate our own
human existence and deepen our appreciation of what it means to be fully alive
Shooting 1886 when the kids give dad a card that says have a wild father s day dad
knows just what to do he says let s act like animals all day long they all hop on the bed
like kangaroos run like cheetahs at the park and swing like monkeys at the playground
Wildlife Forensic Investigation 2013-04-25 この商品はタブレットなど大きいディスプレイを備えた端末で読むことに適してい
ます また 文字だけを拡大することや 文字列のハイライト 検索 辞書の参照 引用などの機能が使用できません スマートフォン向けゲームアプリ ワイルドアー
ムズ ミリオンメモリーズ のファン待望のイラスト集がついに登場 キャラクターグラフィックスをはじめ armやギアなどはもちろんのこと 秘蔵のラフデザイ
ンや設定画などを掲載した ワイルドアームズ ミリオンメモリーズ はもちろん全ての ワイルドアームズ ファンに贈る一冊
Cases Decided in the Court of Session 1876 criminal law a comparative approach
presents a systematic and comprehensive analysis of the substantive criminal law of
two major jurisdictions the united states and germany presupposing no familiarity with
either u s or german criminal law the book will provide criminal law scholars and
students with a rich comparative understanding of criminal law s foundations and
central doctrines all foreign language sources have been translated into english cases
and materials are accompanied by heavily cross referenced introductions and notes
that place them within the framework of each country s criminal law system and
highlight issues ripe for comparative analysis divided into three parts the book covers
foundational issues such as constitutional limits on the criminal law before tackling the
major features of the general part of the criminal law and a selection of offences in the
special part throughout readers are exposed to alternative approaches to familiar
problems in criminal law and as a result will have a chance to see a given country s
criminal law doctrine on specific issues and in general from the critical distance of
comparative analysis
Analyze Anything 2012-04-26 using twenty one drawings from the work of gustave
dor the most successful illustrator of the 19th century walter moers has created a
wondrous and utterly delightful tale in a world between legend and dream in a time



between childhood and adulthood a wild ride through the night describes the
exhilarating and comic adventures of 12 year old gustave a boy who aspires one day
to be a great artist but before he can achieve this gustave must first tackle mysterious
giants and a siamese twins tornado he also finds himself encountering the greatest
monster of all freeing a maiden from the claws of a dragon riding through a forest full
of ghosts navigating a galactic gully and meeting a dream princess a talking horse
scantily clad amazons and even his own self having made a wager with death for
nothing less than his life and his soul he must travel from the earth to the moon and
back in a single night
Wild Things 2014-05-01 in pursuit of a strange butterfly for her science assignment
kelly gets lost in the woods and with only a mason jar a butterfly net and a small lunch
she must figure out which direction will lead her back to the cabin and her friends and
somehow elude the black bear who has taken a disturbing interest in her
Screening Nature 2013-11-01 published for devotees of the cowboy and the west
american cowboy covers all aspects of the western lifestyle delivering the best in
entertainment personalities travel rodeo action human interest art poetry fashion food
horsemanship history and every other facet of western culture with stunning
photography and you are there reportage american cowboy immerses readers in the
cowboy life and the magic that is the great american west
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